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Abstract. Mobile learning games (MLGs) have great potential in ed-
ucation, especially in fields requiring outdoors activities such as botany
or cultural heritage education. However, the number of mobile learning
games actually used for outdoor education remains very low. The absence
of dedicated applications allowing to build MLGs, without technical ex-
pertise, is certainly one of the most important factors. To overcome this
limitation, we propose a design method for MLG authoring tools, based
on reusable components. We describe in this paper the design and first
results of Moggle-Designer, a full-web MLG authoring tool requiring no
technical expertise. We detail how a model-based approach, combined
with component-oriented programming, adequately allow the represen-
tation and manipulation of didactic expert knowledge. Finally, we present
Moggle-Player, an application for running the designed MLGs on any mo-
bile browser. Moggle-Designer was used to design several mobile games
that have been tested during a pilot study in a botanical park.

Keywords: Mobile Learning, Serious Games, Authoring Tool, Situated
Learning

1 Introduction

Mobile devices, such as mobile phones or tablets, have proven to be interesting
mediums for computer supported learning. These devices are particularly inter-
esting out of the classroom, for authentic learning activities. Mobile Learning
Games (MLGs) present great pedagogical interest because they favor environ-
ment exploration and self-regulated mediation through conversation between
learners [1]. These exploratory and conversational activities allow sustainable
learning and appropriation through collaborative knowledge building [2].

However, the cost for producing usable MLGs remains prohibitive for most
educational structures. The few available authoring tools are either very generic,
and require a strong technical expertise, or only allow the design of overly simple
and specific learning scenarios [3].
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This raises the question of how to design a simple and generic MLG authoring
tool. In this paper, we propose the use of a component-based approach. First,
we define our research context and questions, then we present the methodology
for collecting the needs of teachers in terms of games scenarios and for formaliz-
ing these scenarios through a model driven approach. We will then present the
Moggle-Designer authoring tool, along with Moggle-Player, which allows users to
play the authored MLGs on any mobile browser. Finally, we present the results
of a first experimentation in real conditions, in which subjects played various
gaming scenarios conceived with Moggle-Designer in a botanical park.

2 Research Context and Questions

The research context of this paper is the ReVeRIES project1 (French acronym
that translates to dreams and that stands for Educational, Interactive and Fun
Plant Recognition on Smartphones). This project aims to introduce mobile appli-
cations in botanical education. It relies on the assumption that the urbanization
of society has drastically reduced common botanical knowledge, leading to a
gradual increase in so-called plant blindness, defined by [4] as the inability to
recognize the importance of plants in the biosphere and in human affairs.

In order to motivate children and botanical neophytes to learn about plants
and explore their natural environment, we intend to design MLGs that will help
to learn about plant characteristics. We define a MLG as a mobile application,
combining educational content with a playful scenario to favor learning. This
kind of application relies on mobile devices’ features (e.g. location, orientation
and proximity sensors, media capturing and recording, augmented reality) to
contextualize activities. One of the project goals is to propose an MLG authoring
tool that does not require any programming knowledge. This authoring tool has
a generic base but specific features could be added for enriching MLG with
domain-specific activities. In the case of botany, we propose activities based on
automatic image analysis to recognize plants from photos of their organs (e.g.
leaves, barks, flowers). This aspect is detailed in [5].

Conceiving an authoring tool in the context of mobile learning games raises
research questions we address in this paper:

– How to collect and formalize designers’ needs, expressed in natural language,
in an appropriate formalism for conception? (section 3)

– How to facilitate the creation of MLGs based on this formalism and deploy
them on the players smartphones? (section 4)

3 Modeling Mobile Learning Games

This section is dedicated to the modeling issues related to the complexity of
the MLG authoring tool. Indeed, the authoring tool should allow the design

1 http://reveries-project.fr
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of a large variety of MLGs. Such learning scenarios require a domain-specific
modeling language, at least as a conceptual language to drive the design and
development of the authoring-tool. Designing a generic but still botany-oriented
modeling language relevant for any botanical and mobile learning scenario is
not an achievable objective. Our modeling approach aims to capture, explicit
and validate a broadly-usable instructional language. This language being then
extended with botany specific concept for the design of botany MLGs scenarios.

The next sub-sections detail our global approach, the meta-model we propose,
and some feedback about its validation for designing botanical MLG scenarios.

3.1 Overview of the Modeling Process

Our modeling process follows several steps:

1. Collecting informal (textual, drawings...) scenarios of botanical
MLGs: collaborative sessions with various actors involved in the ReVeR-
IES project (including botanical park managers, botanical scientists, and
teachers) were conducted. Participants were split into groups and had to
propose a botanical MLG for the Echologia natural park in Laval, France
(a map was available about the tree species present in the park). The main
objective was to identify and collect a large range of MLG activities. Six
scenarios were produced and discussed during a collective retrospective [6].

2. Describing a conceptual model for botanical MLG scenarios: it offers
high-level concepts, similar to the natural concepts used by teachers, and is
rich enough to adapt to various types of MLGs [7]. Without going into detail,
the model formalizes a MLG as a series of SituatedGameUnits each related to
a POI (Point Of Interest), i.e. a geographical zone involving zero or several
objects of interest (mainly plants although not restricted to them). Each
SituatedGameUnits can be described in terms of optional elements: triggers
(to start the unit), clues (to help the player find the POI), guidance features
to the POI (marker on a map, GPS, vibrations, etc.), validation actions (to
validate the presence of the player on the POI), OnSiteActivities (activities
to do around the POI), rewards (points/items/... in relation to the arrival on
the POI and/or according to the success of the OnSiteActivities), pedagogical
information (to debrief with the player the knowledge acquired in relation
to this unit).

3. Formalizing a specific meta-model for botanical MLG scenarios.

Because the first two points have already been detailed in previous publica-
tions ([6] and [7]), we detail here the third point: the botanical MLG meta-model.

3.2 Meta-modeling Approach

The meta-model we propose is a formal and explicit description of all the con-
cepts, properties and relations required to model a botanical MLG scenario.
MLG scenarios are the models, and they are conform to this meta-model. This
meta-model has several objectives:
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– to verify that the MLG scenarios can be formally specified (i.e. machine-
readable with no ambiguity) in order to be exploited by the MLG player;

– to drive the design of the MLG authoring tool: we can check the consistency
between the scenario elements (i.e. the visual information depicted in the
mock-up screens and the interactions between screens);

– to drive the specifications and the development of the components-based
MLG player engine.

One of the main issues to tackle is to ensure the expressiveness, completeness,
consistency and the non-reducibility of the meta-model. This will help reduce
the design and development complexity of the authoring and player tools. In
order to obtain such a meta-model, we progressively merged all the models of
MLGs it needs to cover. Indeed, during the creativity session with the ReVeRIES
members, we realized that the designed MLGs actually had three different types
of scenarios:

– linear scenario (e.g. treasure hunt): game units are chained up (use of guid-
ances to drive the player to the POI);

– emergent scenario (e.g. interactive walk): game units start when players are
physically close to a POI;

– hub scenario (e.g. geocaching): all game units and clues are available and
depicted on a map, players decide in which order they want to play them.

For each of these scenario types, we therefore proposed a dedicated meta-model,
and merged it to the meta-model. The merge relies on a (meta-)model composi-
tion in the meaning of the Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) principles. Briefly,
we concretely merge the meta-concepts sharing a same semantics, gathering their
potential different meta-attributes and meta-relations. Concepts that cannot be
aligned are added, while elements that can be mapped to existent ones are re-
moved. We also integrated game ingredients (e.g. rewards, points, inventories
and virtual items) in order to cover all the elements of the designed MLGs.

Concretely speaking, this meta-model was specified using the Eclipse Mod-
eling Framework [8] included in the Obeo designer community IDE. Specifying
the MLG meta-model allowed to describe formally the cardinality and restriction
between the elements of the meta-model (such as OnSiteActivities).

4 Moggle-Designer

4.1 Presentation

Moggle-Designer (MObile Geolocated Games for Learning) allows non-programmers
to create MLGs with a bottom-up design process: learning and gaming compo-
nents, such as media (e.g. images, videos, formatted text) or point of interest,
are first defined as basic building blocks.

These blocks can then be aggregated to construct more complex components.
For instance, a guidance activity is composed of a point of interest (the desti-
nation) and a medium (feedback) that is displayed when the user reaches this
destination. Finally, these building blocks are linked together to create a game
unit, which can be seen as a self-contained, independent and complete MLG [7].
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Game units Game units follows a similar pattern, organized in three phases.
This first phase is guiding the player to the place of interest (POI). The designer
can chose between two guidance modes, either the POI and user position are
displayed on a classic map on the player phone, or a more playful mode where
a circle grow as the user get closer to the POI.

Second phase is triggered by the player reaching the POI. The player is then
proposed a learning task where she has either to answer questions related to
the plant at this POI, or to correctly identify a specie by scanning the correct
QR-code (various QR-code being placed on three at the POI). When the player
correctly complete a learning task, she is rewarded by a bonus item stored in a
personal inventory. For instance the bonus recipe of rozenbottel jam is acquired
when the user correctly identify a Rosa Canina.

The third phase consist of proposing a feedback media that gives comple-
mentary information about the learning task (e.g information such as an easy
way of identifying Rosa Canina from its fruit color).

4.2 Design Principles

Reusable and Shareable Building Blocks One common limitation of au-
thoring tools in Educational Game Authoring tools, is the lack of non-trivial
working examples that teachers can use/reuse to guide them [9]. To reduce this
issue and favor appropriation of Moggle-Designer by instructors, it encourage,
through its design, sharing and reusing game components at different levels of
granularity (from simple media component to game unit and complete scenario).

Figure 1 illustrates the relation of composition between shareable building
blocks. When an instructor uploads an image file, it appears as a shareable
component. The instructor can then create a document containing the image
accompanied by informative text. This newly created document, is then used as
part of a Multiple Choice Question.

Ownership and Security of Building Block In order to favor sharing while
keeping a personal space for the user, we designed the system such as unidentified
users could not access any building blocks. Moreover, users have the liberty to
easily share or unshare each of their own contributions. Each block has a 1-1
relation with its creators user-id: the blocks being stored in a document-oriented
database, are stored, as a whole, with each of their properties. This allows to
easily create unique hash from blocks and track their use.

Terminology and Usability [10] underlines the critical importance of clear
terminology and guidance in a user interface which should speak the user’s lan-
guage. In the case of an authoring tool using building blocks, these block must
be easily apprehended by the user.

By proposing different granularities in the building blocks, with complex
blocks being created from more simple blocks, we aim at easing the learning
curve. An unexperienced user will easily be able to apprehend the principles of
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Fig. 1. Creating a situated question by combining building blocks

simple building blocks (e.g. image and text). Having acquired confidence and
effectiveness in the conception of simple building block, the process of creating
more complex building block by composition of simple ones will be more intu-
itive. Moreover, in order to encourage designers to explore and experiment, a
direct visual feedback (WYSIWYG) is displayed during the block creation.

Advantages and Technical Challenges of Web Applications We decided
to build Moggle-Designer as a web application. Various reasons guided this
choice: first, web applications are platform independent. Moreover, the distri-
bution of a web application is straightforward, there is no installation process
for the users and the URL always point to the last stable version. From a tech-
nical point of view, we used the Web Component paradigm2, a recent evolution
in Web Application promoted by the W3C. The fundamental idea behind Web
Components is to create easily reusable pieces of HTML and JavaScript code.
Web Components provide a way to encapsulate the HTML/CSS and encapsulate
the JavaScript within the context of execution of the component. This means
one can use someone else’s components with the complete guarantee that there
will be not be any side effects on his/her own components.

4.3 Moggle-Player

Moggle-Player is a tool that allows users to play scenarios designed with Moggle-
Designer. It is also a full web application, thus it is usable on any mobile device
with a browser (Iphone, Android, Windows phone...). The game player makes
full use of mobile HTML5 capacities (Figure 2): use of GPS for guiding the

2 https://www.webcomponents.org/specs
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user to the different games steps, use of the phone camera for activities based
on scanning a QR-code to identify a tree and use of websockets to permit chat
between users.

Fig. 2. Use of GPS and phone camera

One particular challenge we faced was to keep the web application running in
absence of Internet connection. We set up a cache system (a JavaScript service
worker) that preloads everything resources needed to keep the current MLG
running when there is a disconnection and synchronizes back with the server
when the network connection is restored.

5 Qualitative Pilot Study

We conducted a pilot study in a botanical park to evaluate how MLGs designed
with Moggle-Designer were used and how the activities were perceived. We used
three of the MLG scenarios designed during the ReVeRIES design sessions.

5.1 Participants and Apparatus

Twelve users took part in the experimentation (four on each MLG scenario) but
only nine completed the feedback form, because some users actually shared the
same smartphone. The nine that answered the feedback form were aged between
18 and 38 years old (mean: 28, SD: 8), and included four women and five men.
Users where from three different backgrounds: four where fellow researchers from
our laboratory, five were students in first year of computer science studies and
three were working at the botanical park. User’s personal smartphones where
used for the experiment (these included iPhones and Android devices). All the
devices were connected to a wireless mobile network, with variable connectivity.
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5.2 Organization

We voluntarily gave little information to the players in order to assess the clarity
of the MLGs. Three animators from the project team were present in case of
technical problems, but they were actually solicited very rarely. The main reasons
of solicitations were problem concerning geolocation, some smartphones having
poor GPS accuracy.

The sessions lasted approximately 45 minutes. The MLGs were composed of
six situated unit games each, implying a short walk through the park to reach
the points of interest and progress in the game.

5.3 Main Results

We collected direct verbal feedback during and after the activities and also asked
users to complete a questionnaire to assess their satisfaction and their interest in
MLGs in the context of a botanical park. The verbal feedback was very positive:
users enjoyed the fun aspect of having to reach a specific zone and having to
observe the plants in the surroundings in order to answer questions.

The analysis of the questionnaire confirmed the verbal feedback: user found
the MLGs motivating for the visit and useful to acquire knowledge in that botany.
The questionnaire consisted mostly of Likert based unique choices questions with
four possible items. A synthesis of the answers is presented in the figure 3.

Fig. 3. Results of feedback form

While encouraging, these results need to be confirmed in a larger scale study.
Nevertheless, this study demonstrates that Moggle-Designer can produce com-
plete and usable MLGs.

6 Related Works

In this section, we compare two well established authoring tools for mobile learn-
ing applications to Moggle-Designer. A complete state of the art can be found
in [11].
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6.1 ARIS

ARIS is a Web based authoring tool that generates IOS Mobile Learning Games.
While generating native mobile applications has some benefits, in terms of per-
formance for instance, it greatly limits the possible users. Nevertheless, ARIS
is particularly powerful, it allows the creation of different kinds of MLGs, from
treasure hunts to location-based storytelling [12]. However, this expressive power
comes with a steep learning curve. [13] argues about ARIS that the challenge
is learning the user interface and game logic [...] many who admire the possibil-
ities of this platform find creating and understanding the logic of requirements
for objects in a game scenario challenging. Finally, one key difference between
ARIS authoring tool and Moggle-Designer is the inability to share resources in
ARIS. This design strongly limits re-usability of learning objects.

6.2 MLearn4Web

MLearn4Web [14] is a full web authoring tool allowing teacher to create web
learning application. The tool is very easy to apprehend, applications are built
as a serie of pages, each page being constructed visually by drag-and-dropping
items on the page from a component pallet. First study shows a very good degree
of acceptance among teachers.

However, MLearn4Web presents limitations in terms of design possibilities.
Applications can only be designed and shared as a whole, that is to say its
not possible to design subpart of an application or to reuse part of someone
else application. Moogle design principles in contrast allows sharing at different
level of granularity, which makes produced games modular and easily reusable.
Moreover, MLearn4Web do not allow to implement game mechanics, such as
challenges or rewards for instance. This limit the learner experience to be more
passive than active. In contrast, the application designed with Moogle incorpo-
rate game mechanism, requiring the learner to actively investigate her environ-
ment to answer questions.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

We present, in this paper, a complete design process for MLG (Mobile Learning
Game) authoring tools, from the collection of users’ needs to implementation de-
tails. The MLG scenarios were formalized through a model-based approach while
web-components structurally and semantically conform to the model elements
were implemented.

This process led to Moggle-Designer, an authoring tool powerful enough to
design the types of scenarios expressed by future users, while needing no technical
expertise to build these scenarios, and Moggle-Player, capable of playing these
MLGs on any mobile device. An experimental validation in the real setting of a
botanical park allowed us to validate the expressiveness of the authoring tool.
We were able to implement scenarios that were proposed during the collection
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of users needs phase. We validated that these scenarios were playable and first
results suggested a strong interest and engagement of volunteers that played the
three proposed MLGs.

The next step is now the opening of the authoring tool to the staff of the
botanical part. This step will be eased by having complete MLG scenarios cor-
responding to their need available as working examples.
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